
SUPPORTING STATEMENT

The craft challenge was to re-create the 1997-2003 Who Wants to be a Millionaire set from scratch. Nothing from 
the original set had survived. All had been destroyed.
We had been given some dusty old original drawings by the producer from which we had to analyse, redraw and 
resize the set to fit into our chosen stage at Wimbledon studios. Build it within a tight timescale (5 weeks) and bring 
it in on budget for a tv drama. It only needed to stand for two weeks filming and yet it had to look like it had the 
permanence of a long running show. It was a real challenge.

We had to get every detail right, from the lighting, rigging, computer graphics, the chairs, the central console etc.. 
The whole world knows what the set should look like so we had to be extremely careful as to which corners we 
would inevitably have to cut in terms of time and budget.

Also, not only did we see ‘on stage’ but we also shot ‘off-stage’ too, so effectively creating a set within a set.
The script demanded that we also build a director’s gallery within the same space and in doing so, we needed to 
research and prop all the ‘tech’ from the late 90s/early 2000s to make it convincing for that particular period.
We also had to beware of the timeline of the story. It started with the creation of Who Wants to be a Millionaire in 
1997 to the Ingram’s court case in 2003, therefore we had to be very careful that the continuity of period detail was 
maintained.

Quiet country village in Wiltshire v corporate ITV London

We couldn’t shoot in Major Ingram’s real house or village (in Wiltshire – too far away) so we had to find other 
appropriate locations within the M25. Once we found the appropriate exteriors we had the challenge of 
recreating/imagining what the Ingram’s house might look like inside. We counterpointed the contemporary corporate 
feel (shiny/cool colour tones) of London TV world with a country throwback to the late 1980s/early 90s using warm 
tones/warm materials as a contrast.



Dusty old plans…..





redrawing and resizing













Work begins











The director’s gallery



A mixture of hand drawings and computer modelling









Corporate ITV



The real ITV HQ Grays Inn Road. Fantastic



The boardroom



Outside the boardroom



Building the Ingrams



Green was chosen, the colour of the country, the colour of greed



Early 90s Laura Ashley was an inspiration



Recreating elements of real Ingrams kitchen - the chequered tiles



The front door was actually a window of a living room! We had to construct  
a hallway. The wall on the right is scenery








